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The Return of Great Power Rivalry
2020-02-13

the united states of america has been the most powerful country in the world
for over seventy years but recently the u s national security strategy
declared that the return of great power competition with russia and china is
the greatest threat to u s national security further many analysts predict
that america s autocratic rivals will have at least some success in
disrupting and in the longer term possibly even displacing u s global
leadership brilliant and engagingly written the return of great power rivalry
argues that this conventional wisdom is wrong drawing on an extraordinary
range of historical evidence and the works of figures like herodotus
machiavelli and montesquieu and combining it with cutting edge social science
research matthew kroenig advances the riveting argument that democracies tend
to excel in great power rivalries he contends that democracies actually have
unique economic diplomatic and military advantages in long run geopolitical
competitions he considers autocratic advantages as well but shows that these
are more than outweighed by their vulnerabilities kroenig then shows these
arguments through the seven most important cases of democratic versus
autocratic rivalries throughout history from the ancient world to the cold
war finally he analyzes the new era of great power rivalry among the united
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states russia and china through the lens of the democratic advantage argument
by advancing a hard power argument for democracy kroenig demonstrates that
despite its many problems the u s is better positioned to maintain a global
leadership role than either russia or china a vitally important book for
anyone concerned about the future of global geopolitics the return of great
power rivalry provides both an innovative way of thinking about power in
international politics and an optimistic assessment of the future of american
global leadership

Great Power Rivalries
1999

this volume examines interstate rivalries of the past 500 years providing
case studies of those between land powers with continental orientations and
leading maritime powers and challengers the contributors focus on the
transition from commercial to strategic rivalry

Major Power Rivalry in East Asia
2021-04-15
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in the wake of the 1979 iranian revolution relations between states in the
middle east were reconfigured and reassessed overnight amongst the most
affected was the relationship between iran and saudi arabia the existence of
a new regime in tehran led to increasingly vitriolic confrontations between
these two states often manifesting themselves in the conflicts across the
region such as those in lebanon and iraq and more recently in bahrain and
syria in order to shed light upon this rivalry simon mabon examines the
different identity groups within saudi arabia and iran made up of various
religions ethnicities and tribal groupings proposing that internal insecurity
has an enormous impact on the wider ideological and geopolitical competition
between the two with analysis of this heated and often uneasy relationship
and its impact on the wider middle east this book is vital for those
researching international relations and diplomacy in the region

Saudi Arabia and Iran
2015-10-21

divoffers a predictive model that explains interstate rivalry div
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Major Power Rivalry in Africa
2021-05-17

a leading historian s guide to great power competition as told through
america s successes and failures in the cold war if you want to know how
america can win today s rivalries with russia and china read this book about
how it triumphed in another twilight struggle the cold war stephen j hadley
national security adviser to president george w bush the united states is
entering an era of great power competition with china and russia such global
struggles happen in a geopolitical twilight between the sunshine of peace and
the darkness of war in this innovative and illuminating book hal brands a
leading historian and former pentagon adviser argues that america should look
to the history of the cold war for lessons in how to succeed in great power
rivalry today although the threat posed by authoritarian powers is growing
america s muscle memory for dealing with dangerous foes has atrophied in the
thirty years since the cold war ended in long term competitions where the
diplomatic jockeying is intense and the threat of violence is omnipresent the
united states will need all the historical insight it can get exploring how
america won a previous twilight struggle is the starting point for
determining how america can successfully prosecute another high stakes
rivalry today
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The Power-Conflict Story
2001-08-30

the world s largest company wal mart stores has revenues higher than the gdp
of all but twenty five of the world s countries its employees outnumber the
populations of almost a hundred nations the world s largest asset manager a
secretive new york company called black rock controls assets greater than the
national reserves of any country on the planet a private philanthropy the
bill and melinda gates foundation spends as much worldwide on health care as
the world health organization the rise of private power may be the most
important and least understood trend of our time david rothkopf provides a
fresh timely look at how we have reached a point where thousands of companies
have greater power than all but a handful of states beginning with the story
of an inquisitive swedish goat wandering off from his master and
inadvertently triggering the birth of the oldest company still in existence
power inc follows the rise and fall of kings and empires the making of great
fortunes and the chaos of bloody revolutions a fast paced tale in which
champions of liberty are revealed to be paid pamphleteers of moneyed
interests and greedy scoundrels trigger changes that lift billions from
deprivation power inc traces the bruising jockeying for influence right up to
today s financial crises growing inequality broken international system and
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battles over the proper role of government and markets rothkopf argues that
these recent developments coupled with the rise of powers like china and
india may not lead to the triumph of american capitalism that was celebrated
just a few years ago instead he considers an unexpected scenario a contest
among competing capitalisms offering different visions for how the world
should work a global ideological struggle in which european and asian models
may have advantages an important look at the power struggle that is defining
our times power inc also offers critical insights into how to navigate the
tumultuous years ahead

The Twilight Struggle
2022-01-25

this edited volume examines global power rivalry in and around south asia
through bangladeshi lenses using imperfect and overlapping interest
concentric circles as a template dynamics from three transitions the united
states exiting the cold war china emerging as a global level power and india
s eastern interests squaring off with china s belt road initiative bri help
place china india and the united states in alphabetical order in bangladesh s
inner most circle china india and the united states in a mid stream circle
and the united states and latin america among other countries in the outer
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most circle depending on the issue in an atmosphere of short term gains over
riding long term considerations the desperate widespread search for
infrastructural funding inside south asia enhances china s value raises local
heat releases new challenges with costly default consequences looming issue
specific analysis overtaking formal bilateral relations and a stubborn
uncertainty riddling the bangladeshi air as its policy preferences stubbornly
show more certainty

The Origins of the First World War
2021-10-11

between 1894 and 1905 the question of the chinese empire s future development
its survival even was the most pressing overseas problem facing the great
powers the frantic scramble for africa and the often more intense drama of
the eastern question notwithstanding it was the china question that had the
most profound implications for the powers since china s defeat in the 1894 5
war with japan the country s final disintegration was widely anticipated and
so was a wider great power conflict in the event of china s implosion at
times that prospect seemed very real the prospect of china s break up and of
large scale international conflict in its wake altered the configuration
among the great powers instability in the far east had ramifications beyond
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the confines of the region and as this study shows the events of 1894 5
initiated a wider transformation of international politics no power was more
affected by these changes than britain the china question therefore provides
an ideal prism through which to view the problems of late nineteenth century
british world policy and the policy of isolationism in particular this study
breaks new ground by adopting a deliberately global approach in looking at
british policy emphasizing the connections between european and overseas
developments and by encompassing diplomatic commercial financial and
strategic factors as well as the politics of foreign policy

Major Power Rivalry in South Asia
2013-03-05

why the dollar will remain the world s most powerful currency monetary
rivalry is a fact of life in the world economy intense competition between
international currencies like the us dollar europe s euro and the chinese
yuan is profoundly political going to the heart of the global balance of
power but what exactly is the relationship between currency and power and
what does it portend for the geopolitical standing of the united states
europe and china popular opinion holds that the days of the dollar long the
world s dominant currency are numbered by contrast currency power argues that
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the current monetary rivalry still greatly favors america s greenback
benjamin cohen shows why neither the euro nor the yuan will supplant the
dollar at the top of the global currency hierarchy cohen presents an
innovative analysis of currency power and emphasizes the importance of
separating out the various roles that international money might have after
systematically exploring the links between currency internationalization and
state power cohen turns to the state of play among today s top currencies the
greenback he contends is the indispensable currency the one that the world
can t do without only the dollar is backed by all the economic and political
resources that make a currency powerful meanwhile the euro is severely
handicapped by structural defects in the design of its governance mechanisms
and the yuan suffers from various practical limitations in both finance and
politics contrary to today s growing opinion currency power demonstrates that
the dollar will continue to be the leading global currency for some time to
come

Power, Inc.
2021-12-13

rivalries are a fundamental aspect of all international interactions the
concept of rivalry suggests that historic animosity may be the most
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fundamental variable in explaining and understanding why states commit
international violence against each other by understanding the historic
factors behind the emergence of rivalry the strategies employed by states to
deal with potential threats and the issues endemic to enemies this book seeks
to understand and predict why states become rivals the recent increase in the
quantitative study of rivalry has largely identified who the rivals are but
not how they form and escalate questions about the escalation of rivalry are
important if we are to understand the nature of conflictual interactions this
book addresses an important research gap in the field by directly tackling
the question of rivalry formation in addition to making new contributions to
the literature this book will summarize a cohesive model of how all
interstate rivalries form by using both quantitative and qualitative methods
and sources

Major Power Rivalry and Multilateral Conflict
Management
2019-06-07

a major contribution to the diplomacy of the eastern question focussing on
the tortuous history of the straits question and its final chapter the
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South Asia in Global Power Rivalry
2021-03-31

this edited volume examines the competitive dynamics of two order building
projects in the indo pacific namely china s belt and road initiative bri and
the us led free and open indo pacific foip foci are on how far the two major
powers are able to use institutional projects to re order the region of the
indo pacific to suit their policy preferences and on how regional powers
perceive and navigate between the two ordering projects this book discusses a
wide array of actors in the indo pacific covering the two major powers of
china and the united states middle powers of australia and new zealand india
japan south korea and taiwan and institutional actors of asean aukus the quad
and the pacific islands forum drawing on the concept of international order
the chapters examine the actor specific foreign policies in relation to the
rivalry between the foip and the bri this accessible book will be a go to
resource for anyone looking for how the two great powers garner legitimacy
and followership for their own version of ordering project and how regional
powers respond to the dynamic competition and navigate between china and the
united states and between the forces of liberal democracy and autocracy
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Major Power Rivalry in the Middle East
1985

this book seeks to answer to a central international politics why do great
powers rise and fall it provides an innovative argument about how domestic
political institutions are the key to a state s ability to amass power and
influence in the international system this text also offers a sweeping
historical analysis of democratic and autocratic competitors from ancient
greece through the cold war this book employs a unique framework to
understand and analyze the state of today s competition between the
democratic united states and its autocratic competitors russia and china

“The” Origins of the First World War
2007-04-05

leveraging theory and historical cases the authors identify the factors that
keep great power rivalries stable and those that lead to conflictual outcomes
and use that framework to assess the current u s russia and u s china
competitions
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The China Question
2018-04-24

this edited volume examines the competitive dynamics of two order building
projects in the indo pacific namely china s belt and road initiative bri and
the us led free and open indo pacific foip foci are on how far the two major
powers are able to use institutional projects to re order the region of the
indo pacific to suit their policy preferences and on how regional powers
perceive and navigate between the two ordering projects this book discusses a
wide array of actors in the indo pacific covering the two major powers of
china and the united states middle powers of australia and new zealand india
japan south korea and taiwan and institutional actors of asean aukus the quad
and the pacific islands forum drawing on the concept of international order
the chapters examine the actor specific foreign policies in relation to the
rivalry between the foip and the bri this accessible book will be a go to
resource for anyone looking for how the two great powers garner legitimacy
and followership for their own version of ordering project and how regional
powers respond to the dynamic competition and navigate between china and the
united states and between the forces of liberal democracy and autocracy
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Currency Power
2013

wherever international commerce flows in world politics military power often
flows with it sometimes as a protector of commerce sometimes as its promoters
and sometimes as a tool of aggression against it how are military power and
international trade related do military power and commerce expand together or
does military power decline as commerce and perhaps interdependence increases
does this relationship vary across countries and if so how power conflict and
trade is a study of the relationship between military power and international
commerce among the great powers prior to world war i after building an
argument for a direct relationship between military power and commerce one
grounded in a mercantilist view of state power and exploring their numerous
connections the book estimates models of the relationship among the great
powers and explores a great deal of their commercial and military data all of
which is situated in the context of their mutual rivalries another question
investigated is whether the peacetime conflicts and rivalries of the great
powers affected their trade relations adversely there is strong support for
the argument that military power and commerce move together in world politics
though there is evidence for an inverse relationship as well
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Becoming Rivals
1981

throughout the centuries royal mistresses have been worshiped feared envied
and reviled they set the fashions encouraged the arts and in some cases ruled
nations eleanor herman s sex with kings takes us into the throne rooms and
bedrooms of europe s most powerful monarchs alive with flamboyant characters
outrageous humor and stirring poignancy this glittering tale of passion and
politics chronicles five hundred years of scintillating women and the kings
who loved them curiously the main function of a royal mistress was not to
provide the king with sex but with companionship forced to marry repulsive
foreign princesses kings sought solace with women of their own choice and
what women they were from madame de pompadour the famous mistress of louis xv
who kept her position for nineteen years despite her frigidity to modern day
camilla parker bowles who usurped none other than the glamorous diana
princess of wales the successful royal mistress made herself irreplaceable
she was ready to converse gaily with him when she was tired make love until
all hours when she was ill and cater to his every whim wearing a mask of
beaming delight over any and all discomforts she was never to be exhausted
complaining or grief stricken true financial rewards for services rendered
were of royal proportions some royal mistresses earned up to 200 million in
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titles pensions jewels and palaces some kings allowed their mistresses to
exercise unlimited political power but for all its grandeur a royal court was
a scorpion s nest of insatiable greed unquenchable lust and vicious ambition
hundreds of beautiful women vied to unseat the royal mistress many would
suffer the slings and arrows of negative public opinion some met with tragic
ends and were pensioned off to make room for younger women but the royal
mistress often had the last laugh as she lived well and richly off the fruits
of her sins from the dawn of time power has been a mighty aphrodisiac with
diaries personal letters and diplomatic dispatches eleanor herman s
trailblazing research reveals the dynamics of sex and power rivalry and
revenge at the most brilliant courts of europe wickedly witty and endlessly
entertaining sex with kings is a chapter of women s history that has remained
unwritten until now

Great Power Rivalry at the Turkish Straits
2024-04-19

property and power perform a key role in social and political theories of
class inequality and social stratification however theorists have yet clearly
to define these concepts their mutual boundaries and scopes of application
this book answers the property power puzzle by undertaking a broad historical
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inquiry into its intellectual origins and present day effects through a
series of case studies including marxism vs anarchism the fascist assertion
of the primacy of the political social science as power theory the managerial
revolution the knowledge society and the new intellectual classes

China-US Great-Power Rivalry
1975

how do enduring rivalries between states affect international relations

Russia and the West in Iran, 1918-1948
2020

papers

The Return of Great Power Rivalry
2021-11-29

consider power rivals your tip sheet to the great rivalry of our age from
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rare metals in the ground to cyber and weapons in space the us china rivalry
will shape and shake the world will america stay a superpower or will china
become the dominant power speed scale unity technology and finance will be
crucial and the key battlegrounds will be finance investment data trade and
civilian and military technology the rivalry s global chessboard ranges from
geography and resources finance and debt diplomacy and deterrence the
frontiers of space nuclear power maritime supremacy techno nationalism and
clashes of digital sovereignty my goal is to help you see where the rivalry
sits today and more importantly what america china europe and the rest of the
world might look like in 2030 this decade represents china s window of
opportunity and america s window of vulnerability restoring america s brand
balance sheet financial security and social mobility as well as a more agile
economic and national security policies is the linchpin to winning the
rivalry the drama will unfold across the globe as both rivals seek allies to
turn the balance of power in their favor

Stabilizing Great-Power Rivalries
2024-04-19

strategic rivalries are contests between states that view one another as
threatening competitors and treat each other as enemies a disproportionate
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amount of interstate conflict is generated by a relatively small number of
these pairs of states engaged in rivalries that can persist for years thus to
understand interstate peace and conflict it is useful to know how rivalries
work in general and more specifically in the past two decades a strenuous
effort has been mounted to introduce the concept of rivalry and demonstrate
its utility in unraveling conflict situations yet all rivalries are not
exactly alike we need to move to a more rewarding differentiation of how they
differ in general principal rivalries are those antagonisms that are most
significant to the decision makers in a state the main distinction on issues
about which rivals dispute are positional and spatial concerns positional
rivalries contend over regional and global influence spatial rivals contend
over which state deserves to control disputed territory interventionary
rivalries predominate in sub saharan africa their primary focus involves
neighboring states attempting to influence who rules and how co ethnics are
treated this book updates the inventory of strategic rivalries from 1816 to
2020 principal rivalries are identified for the first time and cover the same
period a theory stressing the two main types of rivalry positional and
spatial is elaborated and tested regional variations on the origins and
terminations of spatial rivalry are explored and interpreted in addition
attention is paid to fluctuations in the intensity of positional rivalries by
examining the working of the contemporary major power triangle united states
soviet union russia and china and more generally the dynamics of regional
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power that are rising in terms of their relative capability and status in the
system variations in cooperation and termination dynamics both in general and
according to rivalry type are also examined overall the emphases of the book
are split between demonstrating the utility of distinguishing among rivalry
types and examining selected rivalry dynamics

China-US Great-Power Rivalry
2004-06-01

what explains the ebb and flow of the sino japanese rivalry why do the two
states sometimes choose to escalate or de escalate the rivalry does domestic
politics play a role examining the historic and contemporary relationship
between china and japan through the lens of the interstate rivalry literature
streich analyzes two periods of sino japanese rivalry and the reasons for
their ever changing nature he looks both at how rivalry theory can help us to
understand the relationship between the two countries and how this
relationship can in turn inform rivalry theory his results find that domestic
politics and expected costs play a large role in determining when each state
decides when to escalate de escalate or maintain the status quo this book is
an essential guide to understanding the historical development and
contemporary status of the sino japanese rivalry
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Military Power, Conflict and Trade
2009-03-17

central asia has become the battleground for the major struggles of the 21st
century radical islam versus secularism authoritarianism versus identity
politics eastern versus western control of resources and the american war on
terror nowhere are these conflicts more starkly illustrated than in the case
of tajikistan embedded in the oil rich central asian region and bordering war
torn afghanistan tajikistan occupies a geo strategically pivotal position it
is also a major transit hub for the smuggling of opium which eventually ends
up in the hands of heroin dealers in western cities in this timely book lena
jonson examines tajikistan s search for a foreign policy in the post 9 11
environment she shows the internal contradictions of a country in every sense
at the crossroads reconciling its bloody past with an uncertain future she
assesses the impact of regional developments on the reform movement in
tajikistan and in turn examines how changes in tajik society which is the
only central asian country to have a legal islamist party might affect the
region the destiny of tajikistan is intimately connected with that of central
asia and this thorough and penetrating book is essential reading for anyone
seeking to make sense of this complex and important region
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Sex with Kings
1981

this book provides a comprehensive conceptual and analytical framework for
understanding the reordering process in the latin american and caribbean lac
region driven and shaped by china us rivalry it demonstrates the differences
between china us china lac and us lac relations and questions to what extent
the lac region can be considered a unified actor exploring broad perspectives
such as global governance international institutions trade security policy
climate change multilateralism and regional and global peace and stability
the contributors also consider china s belt and road initiative the community
of latin american and caribbean states celac and minilateral cooperation
sustainable development and business and the role of soft power such as
tourism and education in china lac relations this timely and important
contribution analyzing the changing regional order in the lac region brought
about by china s global rise and increasing hegemonic competition with the us
will appeal to scholars and student of international relations international
political economy and security studies
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Super Power Rivalry
1989-01-01

southeast asia has become a hotbed of strategic rivalry between china and
theunited states china is asserting its influence in the region through
economic statecraft and far reaching efforts to secure its sovereignty claims
in the south china sea while the united states has promoted a free and open
indo pacific strategy that explicitly challenges china s expanding influence
warning other countries that beijing is practicing predatory economics and
advancing governance concepts associated with rising authoritarianism in the
region in this timely volume leading experts from southeast asia australia
and the united states assess these great power dynamics by examining the
strategic landscape domestic governance trends and economic challenges in
southeast asia with the latter focusing especially on infrastructure among
other findings the authors express concern that u s policy has become too
concentrated on defense and security to the detriment of diplomacy and
development allowing china to fill the soft power vacuum and capture the
narrative through its signature belt and road initiative the covid 19
pandemic has only increased the policy challenges for washington as china
recovers faster from the outbreak reinforcing its already advantaged economic
position and advancing its strategicgoals as a result as the biden
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administration begins to formulate its strategy for the region it would do
well to consider these findings and the related policy recommendations that
appear in this volume much is at stake for u s foreign policy and american
interests southeast asia includes two u s allies thailand and the philippines
important security partners like singapore and key emerging partners such as
vietnam and indonesia almost 42 000 u s companies export to the 10 countries
that comprise the association of southeast asian nations asean supporting
about 600 000 jobs in the united states but america s economic standing is
increasingly at risk

Super Power Rivalry in the Indian Ocean
2002-08-26

this book analyses the ways in which foreign policy actors in asia have
responded to the emerging great power conflict between the us and the people
s republic of china focusing on medium and small states across the indo
pacific the book offers a much needed counterpoint to existing analyses on
the indo pacific and china s bri and presents a new perspective by examining
how great power politics are locally reinterpreted conditioned or at times
even contested it illustrates the policy level challenges which the us china
rivalry poses for established political and economic practices and outlines
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how these challenges can be best addressed by smaller states and their
societies a timely assessment of the power play in the indo pacific with the
angle of sino american rivalry this book makes an important contribution to
the study of political science international relations asian studies and
security studies chapter 10 of this book is freely available as a
downloadable open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons
attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license

Property and Power in Social Theory
2001-10-22

note for jacket see marketing file so 10 26 the vast politically turbulent
region encompassing the indian ocean the persian gulf forty two littoral
states and one third of the world s population is one of the most potentially
explosive theaters of superpower rivalry in this study three american and
three indian authors reflecting different perspectives and areas of expertise
examine the principal factors that have led to the escalation of superpower
tensions in the region the war in afghanistan and its spillover into the
afghanistan pakistani borderlands the indo pakistani nuclear arms race ethnic
tensions in sri lanka the iran iraq war islamic fundamentalism and the
rapidly growing military presence of the superpowers in the area considering
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how india s emergence as a military power is influencing superpower and
indigenous tensions in the region the contributors compare indian american
and soviet interests and offer solutions for current indian american
disagreements

War and Peace in International Rivalry
1974

Indian Ocean Power Rivalry
2022-01-08

Power Rivals
2021-11-20
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Analyzing Strategic Rivalries in World Politics
1949

Russia and the West in Iran
2019-06-07

The Ever-Changing Sino-Japanese Rivalry
2006-08-25

Tajikistan in the New Central Asia
2024-03-29
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China-US Rivalry and Regional Reordering in Latin
America and the Caribbean
2013

Saudi Arabia and Iran
2021-02-16

Rivalry and Response
2021-07-22

Asian Geopolitics and the US–China Rivalry
1989-05-04
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Superpower Rivalry in the Indian Ocean
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